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3 Electricity From 
Magnetism

Objectives
After this lesson, students will be able to
N.3.3.1

 

Explain how an electric current can 
be produced in a conductor.

 

N.3.3.2

 

Describe how a generator works.

 

N.3.3.3

 

Describe the function of a 
transformer.

Target Reading Skill

 

Previewing Visuals

 

Explain that looking 
at the visuals before they read helps students 
activate prior knowledge and predict what 
they are about to read.

 

Answers

 

Sample questions and answers: 

 

What are the parts of a generator? 

 

(Magnets, 
crank, slip ring, armature, and brushes are 
parts of a generator.)

 

 

 

How is a current 
induced in the armature?

 

 

 

(As a crank is 
turned, the armature rotates in a magnetic 
field. The rotating motion of the armature 
induces a current in the wire.)

Teaching Resources

 

•

 

Transparency N37

Preteach

 

Build Background 
Knowledge

 

How Is Electricity Produced?

 

Ask: 

 

Where does the electric current you 
use at school and in your homes come 
from? 

 

(Some students might name a local 
electric plant.) 

 

How is the electric current 
produced at that electric plant? 

 

(Students 
might mention coal burning, nuclear energy, 
or hydroenergy.) 

 

What process occurs at the 
electric plant that results in an electric 
current? 

 

(Sample answer: The electric 
current is produced by a generator.) 

 

What is 
the voltage of the electric current in your 
homes? 

 

(Sample answer: 120 volts)

 

 Remind 
students that there are “high-voltage” wires 
in their area. Ask: 

 

How does the high 
voltage in those wires become 120 volts 
in your homes? 

 

(Sample answer: There 
are transformers in the neighborhood.)

L2

 

Skills Focus

 

Developing hypotheses

 

Materials

 

1 m insulated copper wire, 
galvanometer or multimeter, horseshoe 
magnet, clay

 

Time

 

10 minutes

 

Tips

 

To save time, set up the wires and 
galvanometer before the activity. Use wire 
strippers to remove the insulation from 
the ends of the wires.

L1

 

Expected Outcome

 

A current is 
produced when the wire moves. The faster 
the wire moves, the greater the current.

 

Think It Over

 

A current is present in 
Steps 4 and 5. Sample hypothesis: If a wire 
is moved between the poles of a magnet, 
then electric current is produced.

3 Electricity From Magnetism

Can You Produce Current 
Without a Battery?
1. Obtain one meter of wire with the 

insulation removed from both ends.
2. Connect the wire to the terminals 

of a galvanometer or a sensitive 
multimeter.

3. Hold the wire between the poles of 
a strong horseshoe magnet. Observe the meter.

4. Move the wire up and down between the poles. Observe 
the meter.

5. Move the wire faster, and again observe the meter.

Think It Over
Developing Hypotheses  In which steps does the meter indicate 
a current? Propose a hypothesis to explain why a current is 
present. Try using an “If . . . then . . .” statement.

Reading Preview
Key Concepts
• How can an electric current be 

produced in a conductor?

• How does a generator work?

• What is the function of a 
transformer?

Key Terms
• electromagnetic induction
• direct current
• alternating current
• electric generator
• transformer
• step-up transformer
• step-down transformer

Target Reading Skill
Previewing Visuals  When you 
preview, you look ahead at the 
material to be read. Preview Figure 
13. Then write two questions that 
you have about the diagram in a 
graphic organizer like the one 
below. As you read, answer your 
questions.

An electric motor uses electrical energy to produce motion. Is
the reverse true? Can motion produce electrical energy? In
1831, scientists found out that moving a wire in a magnetic
field can cause an electric current. That discovery has allowed
electrical energy to be supplied to homes, schools, and busi-
nesses all over the world.

Induction of Electric Current
Before you can understand how electrical energy is supplied by
your electric company, you need to know how it is produced. A
magnet and a conductor, such as a wire, can be used to induce
a current in the conductor. The key is motion. An electric cur-
rent is induced in a conductor when the conductor moves
through a magnetic field. Generating an electric current from
the motion of a conductor through a magnetic field is called
electromagnetic induction. Current that is generated in this
way is called induced current.

A.

Q.

Q.

What are the parts of a 
generator?

Generators
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Differentiated InstructionDifferentiated Instruction

Instruct

Induction of an 
Electric Current

Teach Key Concepts
Electromagnetic Induction

 

Focus

 

Tell students that movement through 
a magnetic field can produce an electric 
current.

 

Teach

 

Remind students that charging by 
induction is the movement of electrons to 
one part of an object by the electric field of 
a second object. Ask: 

 

In that process, do 
objects touch? 

 

(No)

 

 Explain that in the 
induction of an electric current there is also 
no touching. Ask: 

 

How is an electric current 
induced in a conductor or a wire? 

 

(An 
electric current is induced in a conductor or 
wire when the conductor moves through a 
magnetic field.)

 

Apply

 

Have students study Figure 12. Ask: 

 

What are two ways in which an electric 
current can be induced by motion? 

 

(A coil 
of wire can move through a magnetic field, 
and a magnet can move through a coil of 
wire.)

 

 Emphasize that which moves—the 
conductor or the magnet—makes no 
difference. The result of both motions is the 
induction of an electric current.

 

learning 
modality: verbal

Teaching Resources

 

•

 

Transparencies N38, N39

 

Independent Practice
Teaching Resources

 

•

 

Guided Reading and Study Worksheet: 

 

Electricity From Magnetism

 

 µ

 

Student Edition on Audio CD

L2

L2

 

Gifted and Talented

 

Local Electric Generation

 

Ask students 
to investigate the devices and processes 
involved in the generation of electric 
energy in their area, with an emphasis on 
the generators involved. Students might set 
up an appointment to visit the electric 
plant. Have students prepare a presentation 
for the class.  

 

learning modality: verbal

L3

 

Less Proficient Readers

 

Applying Concepts

 

Pair less proficient 
readers with students who excel in reading, 
and have the pairs create diagrams showing 
how step-up transformers and step-
down transformers are used between 
the generating plant and homes and 
businesses.  

 

learning modality: visual

L1 Monitor Progress L2

 

Oral Presentation

 

Ask students to list the 
materials needed to induce a current.

 

Answer

 

Figure 12

 

Reversing the direction of either 
the coil of wire or the magnet reverses the 
direction of the current.

 

A current is induced in the
 wire coil.

To induce a current in a conductor, either the conductor can
move through the magnetic field or the magnet itself can move.
In Figure 12, you can see what happens when a wire coil moves in
a magnetic field.  The coil of wire is connected to a galvanometer
forming a closed circuit. If the wire coil is held still, the galva-
nometer will not register any current.  But if the coil is moved up
or down, the galvanometer shows an electric current is present. A
current is induced without a battery or other voltage source by
moving the coil! You saw this for yourself if you did the Discover
Activity. In Figure 12, you can also see what happens when a
magnet placed inside a wire coil is moved instead of the wire. The
result is the same as moving the coil in the magnetic field. An
electric current is induced in the coil.

What happens when a wire coil moves in a 
magnetic field?

Moving Coil
A current is induced 
in a coil of wire 
when the coil moves 
in a magnetic field.

Moving Magnet
A current is induced 
in a wire when a 
magnet moves through 
a coil of wire.

Magnet moves up Magnet moves down

Magnetic field

Coil moves 
down

Magnetic field

Galvanometer

Coil moves up

Coil 

FIGURE 12

Inducing Current
When a coil of wire moves up 
or down in a magnetic field, a 
current is induced in the wire. 
If a magnet moves up or down 
through a coil of wire, a current is 
induced in the wire.  
Interpreting Diagrams  How does 
the direction in which you move 
the wire and magnet affect the 
current?
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Focus Point out that the first entry on the 
timeline is at the year 1820, almost two 
centuries ago. Explain that this time is about 
midway between the American Revolution 
and the U.S. Civil War. Ask: What year is 
the last entry on the time line? (1893) 
Therefore, this time line covers most of the 
nineteenth century.

Teach Call on volunteers to read the 
annotations for each entry on the timeline. 
After a student has read an annotation, have 
students recall what they have learned about 
the concept or inventions described. For 
example, after a student has read the 
annotation for 1830–1831, ask: What is 
electromagnetic induction? (Generating 
an electric current from the motion of a 
conductor through a magnetic field) What is 
a current called that is generated in this 
way? (Induced current)

Writing Mode Description

Scoring Rubric 
4 Exceeds criteria
3 Meets criteria
2 Meets some criteria; includes reasonably 
accurate descriptions of the procedures, 
equipment, and discoveries of at least one 
of the three scientists
1 Includes inaccurate or incomplete 
descriptions of the work of at least one of 
the three scientists

Help Students Read
Asking Questions Refer to the Content 
Refresher in this chapter, which provides the 
guidelines for the Asking Questions strategy.

Draw a two-column chart on the board. 
Make the heading for the first column 
Questions, and the heading for the second 
column Answers. Before students read the 
subsection Induction of Electric Current, have 
them scan the subsection. As they encounter 
the headings, ask: How can you recast the 
headings as questions? (Sample answer: 
What is the induction of electric current? What 
is direct current? What is alternating current?) 
After students have read the subsection, ask 
volunteers to supply the answers to the 
questions in the first column. Suggest that 
students make their own copies of the chart.

L1

1800 18401820

1820 Electromagnetism
Hans Christian Oersted discovers that an electric 
current creates a magnetic field. The relationship 
between electricity and magnetism is called 
electromagnetism.

1830–1831 
Electric Induction 
Michael Faraday and 
Joseph Henry each 
discover that an electric 
current can be induced 
by a changing magnetic 
field. Understanding 
induction makes possible 
the development of 
motors and generators.

Generating Electrical Energy
Several scientists were responsible for bringing electricity 
from the laboratory into everyday use. 

Direct Current  In an induced current, charges may flow in
one direction only, or they may alternate directions. The direc-
tion of an induced current depends on the direction in which
the wire or magnet moves. You probably noticed in Figure 12 on
the previous page that when the direction of the motion of the
wire coil changed, the direction of the current reversed.

A current consisting of charges that flow in one direction
only is called direct current, or DC. A direct current can be
induced from a changing magnetic field or produced from an
energy source such as a battery. When a battery is placed in a
circuit, charges flow away from one end of the battery, around
the circuit, and into the other end of the battery. Thomas Edi-
son used direct current in his first electric generating plant.



Generating Alternating Current

Materials hand-operated generator, 
insulated wire (2 strands), galvanometer

Time 15 minutes

Focus Tell students they will observe the 
induction of an alternating current using 
a device called a generator.

Teach Obtain a demonstration-type 
generator, found in many school labs. 
Connect the output terminals of the 
generator to the two strands of insulated 
wire, stripped at both ends of each strand. 
Connect the other ends of the wires to the 
terminals of a galvanometer. Turn the 
generator crank slowly and smoothly, and 
allow students to observe the changes in the 
galvanometer pointer. After students have 
observed the galvanometer changes, explain 
that the device inducing the current is an 
example of an electric generator, which 
students will learn about as they read. 
Have students examine the hand-operated 
generator to see how it induces a current.

Apply Ask: How do you know that the 
current induced is alternating current? 
(The galvanometer pointer moves back and 
forth, which indicates that the direction of the 
current changes.) learning modality: visual

L1

Monitor Progress L2

Skills Check Have students make a 
compare/contrast table about direct current 
and alternating current.

Students can keep their tables in 
their portfolios.

Answer
An AC voltage can be easily
raised or lowered to a higher

or lower voltage.

1860 1880 1900

1888
Alternating Current
Nikola Tesla receives 
patents for a system of 
distributing alternating 
current.

1893
World’s Columbian 
Exposition
Nikola Tesla’s system 
of alternating current 
is used to light the 
world’s fair in Chicago.

1882
Direct Current
Thomas Edison opens 
a generating plant in 
New York City. The 
Pearl Street Station 
consists of six DC 
generators, serving 
an area of about 2.6 
square kilometers.

Alternating Current  What would happen if a wire in a
magnetic field were moved up and down repeatedly? The
induced current in the wire would reverse direction repeatedly
as well. This kind of current is called alternating current, or
AC. An alternating current consists of charges that move back
and forth in a circuit. The electric current in the circuits in
homes, schools, and other buildings is alternating current.

Alternating current has a major advantage over direct cur-
rent. An AC voltage can be easily raised or lowered to a higher
or lower voltage. This means that a high voltage can be used to
send electrical energy over great distances. Then the voltage
can be reduced to a safer level for everyday use.

What is the advantage of using alternating 
current?

Letter  Find out more about 
the work of Michael Faraday, 
Joseph Henry, or Hans 
Christian Oersted. Write a 
letter to a friend in which 
you describe your work as a 
research assistant for the 
scientist you choose.  
Include descriptions of his 
experimental procedures and 
the equipment he uses.  Tell 
how his work has led to 
surprising discoveries.



Generators

Teach Key Concepts
Mechanical Energy Into 
Electrical Energy
Focus Tell students that a device called an 
electric generator induces an electric current 
in a conductor.

Teach Ask: How is an electric generator the 
opposite of an electric motor? (An electric 
motor uses an electric current in a magnetic 
field to produce motion. An electric generator 
uses motion in a magnetic field to produce an 
electric current.) In an electric generator, 
what rotates in a magnetic field that 
induces a current? (An armature) In an AC 
generator, why is an alternating current 
induced and not a direct current? (As the 
armature rotates, each side first moves up 
through the magnetic field and then moves 
down through the magnetic field. Since the 
wires of the armature change direction in the 
magnetic field, the direction of the current 
changes as well.)

Apply Have students examine Figure 13. 
Ask: In an electric generator, what makes 
contact with brushes? (The slip rings) What 
are the brushes connected to? (The rest of 
the electric circuit) Explain that the current is 
induced in the armature and follows a path 
into the slip rings, the brushes, and then into 
the rest of the electric circuit.

Extend The active art will show students 
how a generator uses motion in a magnetic 
field to produce an electric current.  
learning modality: visual

For: Motors and Generators activity
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: cgp-4033

Students can interact with the art of 
motors and generators online.

Teaching Resources

• Transparency N40

L2

Slip Ring
The slip rings are attached 
to the ends of the armature.

Armature
A current is induced in the 
armature as it rotates. 

Brush
Current leaves the generator 
through the brushes

Crank
In this generator, a 
crank is used to rotate 
the armature.

Generators
An electric generator is a device that transforms mechanical
energy into electrical energy. An electric generator is the oppo-
site of an electric motor. An electric motor uses an electric cur-
rent in a magnet field to produce motion. A generator uses
motion in a magnetic field to produce an electric current.

AC Generators  In Figure 13 you can see how a simple AC
generator works. As the crank is turned, the armature rotates
in the magnetic field. One side of the armature moves up, and
the other side moves down. The up and down motion induces
a current in the wire. The current is in opposite directions on
the two sides of the armature.

After the armature turns halfway, each side of it reverses
direction in the magnetic field. The side that moved up moves
down, and vice versa. The current in the wire changes direc-
tion as well. The result is an alternating current is induced.

As the armature turns, slip rings turn with it. Slip rings may
remind you of the commutator in a motor. They are attached
to the ends of the armature. As they turn, they make contact
with the brushes. The brushes can be connected to the rest of
the circuit. In this way, a generator becomes an energy source.

DC Generators  A DC generator is like an AC generator,
except that it contains a commutator instead of slip rings. In
fact, a DC generator and the motor you read about in Section 2
are the same thing. If you supply electrical energy to the motor,
it will spin. But if you spin the motor, you will produce electri-
cal energy. The motor becomes a DC generator.

For: Motors and Generators activity
Visit: PHSchool.com
Web Code: cgp-4033

FIGURE 13

How a Generator Works
In an AC generator, an armature is 
rotated in a magnetic field. This 
induces an electric current in the 
armature.  Applying Concepts  How 
many times does the current reverse 
direction each time the armature 
rotates?
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Differentiated InstructionDifferentiated Instruction

Transformers

Teach Key Concepts
Increasing or Decreasing Voltage
Focus Tell students that changing the 
voltage of a current is a simple process with 
a transformer.

Teach Ask: Why does voltage have to be 
decreased before electrical energy enters 
a home? (Electrical energy is transmitted over 
long distances at very high voltages, while in 
homes electrical energy is used at lower 
voltages.) What is a transformer? (A device 
that increases or decreases voltage)

Apply Have students examine Figure 15. 
Ask: What is the difference between a 
primary coil and a secondary coil? (The 
primary coil is connected to a circuit with a 
voltage source and alternating current, while 
the secondary coil is connected to a separate 
circuit that doesn’t have a voltage source.) 
What causes an electric current in the 
secondary coil? (The changing magnetic field 
produced by the alternating current in the 
primary coil) Point out that the primary coil 
has fewer loops of wire than the secondary 
coil. Remind students that one way to 
increase the strength of an electromagnet is 
to add more loops to the solenoid. Ask: Do 
you think the voltage in the secondary 
coil would be higher or lower than in the 
primary coil? (Higher) learning modality: 
visual

L2

English Learners/Beginning
Vocabulary: Science Glossary
Pronounce the key terms electric generator 
and transformer. Encourage students to 
repeat them after you. Define the words 
using section figures to communicate 
meaning. Suggest that students write 
the terms and definitions in a science 
glossary. learning modality: verbal

L1 English Learners/Intermediate
Vocabulary: Science Glossary Expand 
on the Beginning activity by adding the rest 
of the key terms in this section. Also 
suggest that students write a sentence for 
each term in their glossaries. Invite 
students to read their sentences aloud.  
learning modality: verbal

L2

Monitor Progress L2

Skills Check Ask students to make a 
flowchart of the steps involved in the 
production of an electric current by an 
AC generator.

Students can keep their flowcharts 
in their portfolios.

Answers
Figure 13 For each complete rotation of the 
armature, the current reverses direction once.
Figure 15 The changing magnetic field 
produced by the alternating current in the 
primary coil induces a current in the 
secondary coil.

A turbine is a large circular
device made up of many 

blades that is attached to a generator’s 
armature. Water from a dam spins the 
blades, which spins the armature, generating 
electric current.

Primary coil Secondary coil

FIGURE 15
A Transformer   
The primary coil of a transformer 
is connected to a voltage source. 
The secondary coil is not 
connected to a voltage source.  
Applying Concepts  How is current 
induced in the secondary coil?

Permanent
magnets

Current

Armature

Water 
from dam

Turbine

Using Generators  The electric company uses giant genera-
tors to produce most of the electrical energy you use in your
home and school. But, instead of using a crank to supply the
mechanical energy to turn the armature, a turbine is used. Tur-
bines are large circular devices made up of many blades.
Figure 14 shows how a turbine is attached to the armature in a
generator. The turbine spins as the water flows by it. As a
result, the armature spins and generates electric current.

What is a turbine?

Transformers
The electrical energy generated by electric companies is trans-
mitted over long distance at very high voltages. However in
your home, electrical energy is used at much lower voltages.
What changes the voltage of the electrical energy? The answer
is transformers.

What is a Transformer?  A transformer is a device that
increases or decreases voltage. A transformer consists of two
separate coils of insulated wire wrapped around an iron core.
One coil, called the primary coil, is connected to a circuit with
a voltage source and alternating current. The other coil, the
secondary coil, is connected to a separate circuit that does not
contain a voltage source.

FIGURE 14
Turbines  
In most generators, a source of 
mechanical energy turns huge 
turbines such as this one. The 
turbine is attached to the 
armature of a generator, which 
produces current.  



Use Visuals: Figure 16
Changing Voltage
Focus Tell students that changing the voltage 
of an electric current is essential for the 
efficient transmission of electrical energy.

Teach Ask: What is a step-up transformer? 
(A transformer that increases voltage) What is 
a step-down transformer? (A transformer 
that decreases voltage) 

 

Why are transformers 
used in the transmission of electrical 
energy from generating plants to 
consumers? 

 

(The most efficient way to 
transmit electrical energy over long distances is 
to maintain high voltages. But the high voltage 
must be decreased for use by consumers.)

 

Apply

 

Ask: 

 

In which kind of transformer 
does the primary coil have more loops than 
the secondary coil? 

 

(Step-down transformer) 

 

In which kind of transformer does 
the secondary coil have more loops than 
the primary coil? 

 

(Step-up transformer)

 

 

 

learning modality: verbal

Teaching Resources

 

•

 

Transparency N41

 

 

 

Address Misconceptions

 

Transformers Do Not Create Energy

 

Focus

 

Some students may think that a step-
up transformer creates energy in the 
secondary coil. Tell students that according 
to the law of conservation of energy, energy 
cannot be created or destroyed, and a 
transformer does not violate that law.

 

Teach

 

Remind students of the equation: 
Power = Voltage 

 

×

 

 Current. Explain that in 
a high-voltage line, the current is not as high 
as in a low-voltage line. The power of each, 
then, is the same.

 

Apply

 

Ask: 

 

When the voltage is decreased 
by a step-down transformer, is energy 
destroyed in the process? 

 

(No. Although the 
voltage decreases, the current increases.)

 

 

 

learning modality: logical/mathematical

L2

L2

 

Keep Students on Track

 

Help students 
who are having trouble with calculating 
energy use by appliances. For some 
appliances, finding the appliance plate that 
contains data may be difficult. Suggest 
students call local repair shops to ask about 
energy use for these appliances. Help 
students begin to prepare for their 
presentations by reviewing types of graphs.

Step-up Transformer
A step-up transformer increases voltage. 
The secondary coil has more loops than 
the primary coil.

Step-down Transformer
A step-down transformer decreases 
voltage. The primary coil has more loops 
than the secondary coil.

Low Voltage

Primary
coil

Secondary
coil

Primary
coil

Secondary
coil

High Voltage Low VoltageHigh Voltage

Step-up
transformer

Generating
plant

Step-down
transformer

11,000 V
2,400 V

120 V

240,000 V High-voltage
transmission lines

Step-down
transformer

   
FIGURE 16

Changing Voltage
Transformers are involved in the 
transmission of electrical energy 
from an electric plant to a home.  
Relating Cause and Effect  How 
does the number of loops in the 
primary and secondary coils affect 
the voltage of the induced 
current?

A Transformer at Work
When a current is in the primary coil of the transformer, it
produces a magnetic field. The magnetic field changes as the
current alternates. This changing magnetic field is like a mov-
ing magnetic field. It induces a current in the secondary coil. A
transformer works only if the current in the primary coil is
changing. If the current does not change, the magnetic field
does not change. No current will be induced in the secondary
coil. So a transformer will not work with direct current.

Types of Transformers  If the number of loops in the pri-
mary and secondary coils of a transformer is the same, the
voltage of the induced current is the same as the original volt-
age. But if the secondary coil has more loops than the primary
coil, the voltage in the secondary coil will be greater.  A trans-
former that increases voltage is called a step-up transformer. 
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Using Electricity and Magnetism
Show the Video Field Trip to let students see 
how electrical power can be generated. 
Discussion question: How are magnetism 
and electricity related? (An electric current 
can generate a magnetic field, and a wire with 
an electric current running through it can 
make a magnet rotate.)

Monitor Progress L2

Answers
Figure 16 The voltage is stepped up if the 
secondary coil has the greater number of 
loops and stepped down if the primary coil 
has the greater number of loops.

About 120 volts

Assess

Reviewing Key Concepts
1.  a. Generating an electric current from 
the motion of a conductor through a 
magnetic field  b. Either the conductor can 
move through a magnetic field or the 
magnet itself can move.  c. A direct current 
is induced when the conductor or magnet 
moves in only one direction. An alternating 
current results when the conductor or 
magnet moves back and forth.
2.  a. A generator transforms mechanical 
energy into electrical energy.  b. In an AC 
generator, an armature is rotated in a 
magnetic field, inducing an electric current 
in the wire. After the armature turns halfway, 
each side of it reverses direction in the 
magnetic field. The current in the wire also 
changes direction; the result is alternating 
current.  c. Both generate electric currents. A 
DC generator contains a commutator that 
keeps the current flowing in one direction. 
An AC generator contains slip rings; as a 
result, the current direction alternates.

3.  a. It increases or decreases voltage.  b. In 
a step-up transformer, the secondary coil has 
the greater number of loops. In a step-down 
transformer, the primary coil has the greater 
number.  c. Because they operate at voltages 
lower than the 120 volts in home circuits

Step-up and Step-down
Students’ diagrams should include a 
drawing of a generating plant, a step-up 
transformer outside of the plant, and a 
step-down transformer near the home. 
Encourage students to take their 
diagrams home to show to an adult. 
Students should be able to locate step-
down transformers in their 
neighborhoods.

L2
Reteach
Call on students to explain two ways in 
which an electric current can be induced.

Teaching Resources

• Section Summary: Electricity From 
Magnetism

• Review and Reinforce: Electricity From 
Magnetism

• Enrich: Electricity From Magnetism

L1

Section 3 Assessment

Target Reading Skill  Previewing Visuals   
Refer to your questions and answers about 
Figure 13 to help you answer Question 2 below.

Reviewing Key Concepts
1. a. Defining  What is electromagnetic 

induction?
b. Describing  What are two ways to induce 

an electric current?
c. Relating Cause and Effect  What 

determines whether an induced current is 
a direct current or an alternating current?

2. a. Reviewing  How is energy transformed by 
a generator?

b. Summarizing  How does a generator 
produce an alternating current?

c. Comparing and Contrasting  How are an 
AC generator and a DC generator the 
same? How are they different?

3. a. Reviewing  What does a transformer do?
b. Interpreting Diagrams  Look at Figure 16. 

What is the difference between a step-up 
transformer and a step-down transformer?

c. Applying Concepts  Why do some 
appliances have step-down transformers 
built into them?

Step-Up and Step-Down Draw a diagram that 
shows how electricity gets to your home from 
the place it is generated. Include in your 
diagram the likely locations of step-up and 
step-down transformers. Explain your 
diagram to a family member. Then with your 
family member, try to locate the step-down 
transformer that provides your home’s 
electricity.

3

Video Preview
Video Field Trip
Video Assessment  

Using Electricity 
and Magnetism

Suppose there are fewer loops in the secondary coil than in
the primary coil. The voltage in the secondary coil will be less
than in the primary coil. A transformer that decreases voltage
is called a step-down transformer. Figure 16 shows both types
of transformers.

Uses of Transformers  An important use of transformers is
in the transmission of electrical energy from generating plants.
The most efficient way to transmit current over long distances
is to maintain high voltages—about 11,000 volts to 765,000
volts. But the high voltage must be decreased to be used safely
in your home. The use of step-up and step-down transformers
allows safe transmission of electrical energy from generating
plants to the consumer. 

Transformers are also used in some electrical devices. Fluo-
rescent lights, televisions, and X-ray machines require higher
voltages than the current in your home, which is about 120
volts. These devices contain step-up transformers. Other
devices, such as doorbells, electronic games, and portable CD
players, require lower voltages, about 6 to 12 volts. They con-
tain step-down transformers.

What is the voltage in your house?
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